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CALLING ALL CITY SEEKERS
The pages that follow brim with city inspiration and insight
that are sure to captivate, from urban hot spots to wellness
retreats. May this issue remind you that Virtuoso advisors
are ready to collaborate with you on your travel experiences.
Please call on them any time for your travel needs.
Rely on Virtuoso travel advisors for every trip, near or far.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to
find the one who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor
catalogue on virtuoso.com.

Voyages
Voyages
are combinable
are combinable
for additional
for additional
savings.
savings.
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to ourselves. Just pinch me.)
This issue is an ode to cities
far and wide, from a family
holiday in Rome, with writer
David Hochman employing a
travel advisor’s tips to avoid
the crowds (page 44), to a
quest for Tokyo’s best ramen
(page 50). We also ask five style
setters for their takes on their
towns (page 32). One of them,
South African fashion designer
Laduma Ngxokolo, graces our
cover. Based in Johannesburg,
Ngxokolo creates vividly
patterned knitwear for his
MaXhosa by Laduma brand, a
modern interpretation of his
Xhosa heritage.
Filled with insight and inspiration from advisors, locals,
writers, photographers, and
our own editorial staff, Virtuoso
Life is the perfect resource for
your next urban adventure.
Enjoy the ride.
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KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI

a few years ago, I
hopped on the back
of a Vespa for a twowheeled tour. Zipping through
the congested, noisy streets
and weaving past exhaustspewing buses, I clung tightly
to the driver (my travel advisor
had wisely warned me against
trying to navigate the roads
myself). Although it was an
exhilarating and efficient way
to see the city’s architectural
highlights, I was eager to
escape the traffic fumes. After
snapping selfies in front of
the Colosseum, we wound our
way to the top of one of Rome’s
seven hills, and the chaos fell
away. Stopping at a public
garden, we gazed at the Eternal
City below, dotted with ancient
spires, columns, and cupolas.
Birds chirped in the trees, and
the air smelled of citrus and
pine – the complete opposite of
the immersive commotion just a
few minutes earlier.
That juxtaposition is the
allure of any city. There are so
many possibilities, so many
sides to discover, and though
people give a place its energy,
sometimes stepping back makes
you appreciate it even more.
(Something else I appreciate:
Virtuoso’s network of connections around the world. Later
that same day, my friend at IC
Bellagio, the Virtuoso partner who arranged my Vespa
tour, also organised a private
after-hours visit to the Vatican,
where my travel companions
and I had the Sistine Chapel all
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ROYAL DAVUI ISLAND

JEAN MICHEL
COUSTEAU RESORT

VOMO ISLAND RESORT

Island Escapes
presents a new level
of Fiji luxury.
Resorts who exude privilege and indulgence. Who offer an unsurpassed holiday experience
in every aspect of their function and location. They are for clients who by life’s good fortune
and hard work, have the means to surround themselves with the best of everything, whether
at home or abroad. Resorts where details matter and the guest experience is paramount.
Island Escapes has handpicked a selection of Fijian resorts that fall into this category.
We ensure that our Virtuoso Advisors are provided with the best advice and exclusive
amenities for you, their valued client, which are not offered to any other travel group.
VOMO ISLAND RESORT I JEAN MICHEL COUSTEAU RESORT I ROYAL DAVUI ISLAND
LAUCALA ISLAND RESORT I DOLPHIN ISLAND RESORT I INTERCONTINENTAL FIJI GOLF RESORT

For more information on these luxurious resorts, contact your Virtuoso Advisor

The Virtuoso Life

DISPATCHES FROM VIRTUOSO INSIDERS

Just Back from
the Maldives

Last spring, Melbourne-based Virtuoso
travel advisor Barbara Taylor spent five
days in the sunshine of the Maldives’
Baa Atoll and Kuda Huraa islands on a
trip with eight other advisors. Here, her
favourite moments.

➋
➌

➍

➊

1. A beach villa at the Four Seasons Resort
Maldives at Landaa Giraavaru. 2. Paradise
found on Kuda Huraa. 3. Barbara Taylor
aboard the Four Seasons Explorer in the Maldives. 4. A resort bicycle at rest.

BIGGEST SURPRISE: The islands are small, and

eyes, with picture-perfect colours. Did I
mention it’s around 23 to 31 degrees, day
or night?

PACKING PICKS: Resort chic is the Maldivian style, and a few loose, lightweight
dresses and a wide-brimmed hat came
in very handy.

MEMORABLE STAY: The Four Seasons Resort
Maldives at Landaa Giraavaru, located on
the UNESCO-listed Baa Atoll, is invested in
preserving the ocean, restoring the coral
reefs, and educating guests. Getting there
requires a seaplane transfer, which, apart
from being an adventure of its own, gives

a wonderful opportunity to see the islands
from the air.

BEST BITES: Landaa Giraavaru’s Blu restaurant was my dining highlight. The setting
was elegant, the dishes were cooked to
perfection, and the company was sublime.
I had the baked lobster gratin with Parmesan, garlic spinach, and truffle sauce.
The espresso martini after dinner was
fantastic too, delivered with a smile to our
beach bar.
LOCAL INSIGHT: I enjoyed talking with the local
staff from nearby islands. It was interesting to hear about the transition from fishing to tourism for many islands.

we all wondered if there would be enough to
keep the city people busy. Well, there was,
from anti-gravity yoga to beach volleyball.

SOUVENIR SCORE: Look for locally made wooden
lacquerware. There were beautiful coloured
boxes in our rooms, and I bought one to
take home for my mother-in-law, who readily babysits at zero notice during the year.
NEXT TIME: I want to snorkel with the manta
rays and visit Male, the nation’s capital.

TIP: Contrary to common conception, I
found the Maldives fantastic for families.
The educational activities about marine
habitats will appeal to youngsters just
beginning to learn about life.

VIRTUOSO NEWS

Out on the Town

Virtuoso’s Michael Londregan (centre) and
Cristina Magni (second from right), and
New Zealand-based travel advisors, attend
the American Chamber of Commerce in
New Zealand’s awards ceremony.
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(BOAT, KUDA HURAA, BICYCLE) BARBARA TAYLOR, (GROUP) AMANDA WIGNELL

WHY GO: The Maldives are a feast for the

ASIA PACIFIC
GRAND VOYAGE 2019

Tag Line

7 3 D AY S | 3 9 P O R T S | 1 2 C O U N T R I E S | 1 3 O V E R N I G H T S

SYDNEY TO TOKYO | SILVER MUSE | 2 FEBRUARY 2019
Deemed as some of world’s most remote and beautiful areas, the western lands of the Pacific
Ocean offer contrasting landscapes and cultures like nowhere else on the planet.
In February 2019, our flagship Silver Muse will perform an unprecedented Grand Pacific Voyage
that will take guests from the sunny shores of Sydney to wild landscapes of New Zealand, before
sailing upwards towards the mixed cultures and thousand-year old traditions of Asia.
Enjoy numerous late night departures and 13 overnight stays in Melbourne, Sydney, Fremantle,
Laem Chabang, Ho Chi Minh City, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Osaka, Tokyo, followed by an additional
two night stay in the Peninsula Tokyo.
Hiroshima
Jeju

Shanghai
HONG KONG
Da Nang
Ho Chi Minh City
Manila
Laem Chabang
Koh Samui

BENEFITS OF A FULL GRAND VOYAGE
Guests sailing the full 73 days will enjoy:

Coron
Romblon
Sandakan

SINGAPORE
Kota Kinabalu
BALI

Osaka
TOKYO

PACIFIC OCEAN

• One complimentary Silversea Experience
Lembar

• Exclusive Shoreside event
• Unlimited WiFi

INDIAN OCEAN
Fremantle

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

Overnight Stay

• US$2,500 onboard spending credit
(per double occupancy suite)

Adelaide SYDNEY

Bay of Islands

Tauranga
AUCKLAND
Albany
Eden
Gisborne
Kangaroo Island Melbourne
Picton
Lyttelton
Cruising Milford Sound
Port Chalmers
Doubtful Sound
Stewart Island

• 3-day complimentary Post-Cruise
Package at the Peninsula Tokyo
• Laundry and luggage services

Intimate Ship s Ocean-view Suites s Butler Service s Complimentary Wine, Champagne and Spirits s Menu Inspired by Relais & Châteaux

For more information or a brochure on
Silversea’s Asia Pacific Grand Voyage 2019,
please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
Terms and conditions apply. All benefits and events are included exclusively for guests booking the full 73-day Asia Pacific Grand Voyage. Visit Silversea.com for full terms and conditions.
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TIPS & TRENDS

Luxe Report

The biggest destinations of 2018, according to Virtuoso travel advisors.
The 2018 Virtuoso Luxe Report results are in. This year’s edition of the annual travel trends study showcases travel advisors’ picks
for 2018’s hottest destinations, popular family travel locations, and more, including travellers’ current top bag-packing motivation:
checking off bucket list items. “Travellers from this part of the world always have a robust bucket list and start each year ready to
explore. This year it seems that many are drilling down beyond the perennial favourites to include exotic cultures and natural
wonders,” says Michael Londregan, Virtuoso’s managing director for Asia-Pacific. Let the following Luxe Report findings guide additions
to your travel wish list, whether your tastes lean towards cruising the Mediterranean or trekking through rural Japan.

Most Popular Family Destinations
1. Fiji: A word of advice for Fiji-bound
travellers: “Don’t just laze on the beach,”
suggests Farid Hacene of tour operator
Island Escapes. “Go on a day tour into
the depths of Fiji’s mainland. Visit a local
village and learn age-old customs such as
basket weaving. Explore the outer islands
on a cruise. There are so many ways you
can find a little happiness in one of the
happiest places on earth.” For Fiji-going
families, Island Escapes can arrange helpful additions and entertainment, including
a nanny for children 5 and younger at the
Jean-Michel Cousteau Resort or daily
family activities at Vomo Island Fiji resort.
2. Italy
3. Thailand/New Zealand (tie)
4. Indonesia
5. Los Angeles

From left: Fijian jungle near the city of
Nadi; an onsen in one of Amanemu’s Mori
Suites; and Malta’s capital, Valletta.

Top Emerging Destinations
1. Japan: Travellers already familiar with
the bustle of Japan’s urban hubs will appreciate the natural reprieve of 28-room Amanemu, near the pearl-nourishing waters
of Ago Bay. Start by exploring the nearby
Naiku and Geku shrines or by swinging
your way through the area’s golf courses,
and return to unwind with a soak in one of
the resort’s thermal-spring-fed onsens.
2. Iceland
3. Portugal/Cuba (tie)
4. Sri Lanka
5. Norway

Top Cruise Destinations
1. The Mediterranean: Add suntans and
lemon orchards to your agenda this winter
in Italy and Greece. Silversea’s seven-day
Mediterranean jaunt aboard the Silver
Whisper sails from Rome to Athens, with
stops in Sicily and Malta along the way.
Taste olive oil in Trapani, tour Game of
Thrones filming locations after docking in
Valletta, or take a literal in-depth look at
one of prehistoric man’s favourite haunts,
Diros Cave, near Gythium. Departure:
7 June 2018.
2. Alaska
3. Europe’s rivers
4. The South Pacific
5. The Baltics
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“The future of wellness is not
about a great massage at a favourite
hotel spa. It’s time to move on
and take our wellbeing to the next
level. For spectacular biodiversity,
heritage, culture, and, of course,
spa treatments that are second to
none, head to Uxua Casa Hotel &
Spa in Trancoso, Brazil.”

“I have seen an increase in clients
trying to find more time for themselves.
Having a sojourn to escape the rat race,
unwind, and pamper the body can have
positive physical, mental, and emotional
benefits. At La Réserve Paris’ spa you can
be treated and indulged, leaving with a
relaxed mind and fond memories etched
from the beautiful surroundings.”

“Sleeping well. It’s so crucial
to our health. Go to Soneva Kiri
on Koh Kood in Thailand.
The serene location is perfect for
restoring your whole being
and reconnecting with nature,
and their Six Senses Spa offers
an Ayurvedic massage that
relieves fatigue and invites sleep.”

– Mark Chaskiel, Melbourne

– Kerry Casey, Canberra

– Alycia Papadopoulos, Melbourne

V I RT U O S O L I F E

(FIJI) TOBIASJO/GETTY IMAGES, (AMANEMU) AMAN,
(VALLETTA) JAVARMAN3/GETTY IMAGES

ASK THE ADVISORS

What wellness trend are you excited about?

EUROPEAN
WONDERS

INTRODUCING THE NEW ALL EXCLUSIVE CRYSTAL CRUISES.

Join us aboard the illustrious Crystal Serenity® and discover how
The World’s Most Awarded Luxury Cruise Line has taken ocean
travel to entirely new levels. With a revolutionary collection of
uncommon travel experiences, Crystal’s elegant journeys are
defined by stunningly stylish ships, epic land adventures and a
level of six-star service simply unrivalled in luxury travel today.
Sail the seas of the Mediterranean, Western Europe, Baltic and
British Isles with 7 to 14 day combinable voyages.
Welcome to the new All Exclusive Crystal.
Date

Days

Destination

From / To

Ship

ALL

TAKEN CARE OF
Acclaimed dining†
in up to seven dining
venues
Unlimited select fine
wines, champagne
and spirits
Gratuities for
housekeeping,
dining and bar staff
Unlimited WiFi

Fares From

2018

29 Jul

14

Vineyards & Vistas

London/Dover to Monte Carlo

Crystal Serenity

US$7,989pp*

19 Aug

12

Mediterranean Images

Barcelona to Venice

Crystal Serenity

US$6,811pp*

09 Sep

14

Secular & Sacred

Roundtrip Rome/Civitavecchia

Crystal Serenity

US$7,215pp*

30 Sep

7

Mediterranean Distinction

Marseille to Barcelona

Crystal Serenity

US$3,656pp*

2019

18 Apr

9

Dalmatia Discoveries

Venice to Athens/Piraeus

Crystal Serenity

US$4,705pp*

04 May

7

Ionian Impressions

Athens/Piraeus to Rome/Civitavecchia

Crystal Serenity

US$2,885pp*

07 July

10

Baltic Treasures

Copenhagen to Stockholm

Crystal Serenity

US$6,450pp*

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO® TRAVEL ADVISOR TO
BOOK YOUR CRUISE ABOARD THE WORLD’S BEST AND
RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO VOYAGES AMENITIES.

*Crystal Exclusive Fares are cruise only, apply to new bookings only, are per person in US dollars, based on double occupancy, include taxes, fees and port charges and are correct
at time of print. Solo Traveller Fares are available upon request. †Crystal Cruises offers each guest the opportunity to dine at least once on a complimentary basis in Prego, Nobu
Matsuhisa’s sea-going restaurant. Additional reservations including “walk-in” visits are subject to a US$30 per person fee, subject to availability. Optional dining in the Vintage Room
attracts an additional fee. Cruise-only fare does not include land programs. Virtuoso Voyages events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum
number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the Virtuoso Voyages Group to be
eligible for Voyages amenities. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity controlled, subject to
availability, and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Crystal Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees,
promotions and programs at any time with or without notice. For complete terms & conditions visit crystalcruises.com/legal ©Crystal Cruises LLC. 2017. Ships’ registry: The Bahamas.

PASSPORT

PLACES
TRENDS
CULTURE
& STYLE

Gucci Garden’s Nature Room
nods to the house’s penchant for
flora- and fauna-inspired works.

GARDEN FRESH

Florence just got a bit more fabulous with the opening of the three-storey Gucci Garden museum in the fourteenth-century Palazzo della
Mercanzia. Two storeys of galleries display a mix of archival clothing and accessories, artefacts, and video installations against backdrops
of Gucci-fabric-patterned wallpaper and the street-inspired designs of Trevor Andrew, aka GucciGhost. On the ground level: Gucci Osteria.
Chef Massimo Bottura of Modena’s three-Michelin-star Osteria Francescana draws on his globe-trotting adventures to create the menu,
which means that along with Italian classics, such as Parmigiano-Reggiano tortellini and mushroom risotto, you’ll find steamed pork belly
buns, Peruvian tostadas, and even a playful take on hot dogs. And since it wouldn’t be Gucci without a bit of flash, the boutique sells
exclusive-to-Gucci Garden accessories and ready-to-wear pieces, as well stationery, matchbooks, and decor. Piazza della Signoria, 10.

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY ELAINE GLUSAC
MARCH | APRIL 2018
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Passport

GOODS TO GO

House of Mirth
Four years ago, a trip to India for Houston, Texas-based sisters Katie McClure and Erin Breen introduced the duo
to artisan textiles that changed the course of their careers. The result: Mirth, their new line of breezy caftans and other
resort wear made by weavers and block printers in India, which dedicates a portion of all sales to support child
welfare and education initiatives in Jaipur. Inspired by the sisters’ global travels, the spring collection includes
this fringed Tulum cover-up and chunky Santa Fe necklace. mirthcaftans.com.

IN-TRANSIT BEAUTY

Bite Beauty,
Agave Lip Mask in Champagne, sephora.com.au.

14
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Saturday Skin,
Spotlight Brightening
Mask, nudieglow.com.

Kora Organics,
Daily Hand Cream,
koraorganics.com.

Jurlique,
Skin Balancing Face Oil,
jurlique.com.au.

(COVER-UP AND NECKLACE) CHRIS PLAVIDAL

Defeat dryness with these carry-on friendly products.

OUT & ABOUT

WALK THIS WAY
Walking trips in Jordan are as old as the King’s
Highway, an ancient trade route linking Egypt
and Damascus. To encourage present-day peregrinations, the new 645-kilometre Jordan Trail
establishes a footpath running the entire length
of the country, from Umm Qais in the north to the
southern port of Aqaba on the Red Sea. Five years
in the making, the trail requires 40 days to walk
its entirety (the official thru-hike, an annual event,
kicked off on 2 March), but sections such as the
four-day link between Dana and Petra – which dips
into the Araba Valley, climbs mountain plateaus,
and ends at the Nabatean city carved into rock –
capture the ageless drama of the desert in a more
manageable time frame. jordantrail.org.
Hiking the Jordan Trail and (below) Emirates’ new private suites.

On 21 March, the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express rolls out three expansive suites for its rail journeys
between London, Paris, and Venice. The opulent, steward-attended additions contain the
train’s first private bathrooms (and its only showers), adjoining living rooms, and double beds.

PLANE TALK

High Flying
Emirates Airlines’ new, fully
enclosed suites are the talk of
the tarmac in first class. The
four-square-metre sanctuaries include customisable chair
settings – upright, horizontal, and
even a NASA-inspired “zero-G”
position – a set of moisturising,
sea-kelp-infused pyjamas; Steiner
binoculars; and an iPad that allows passengers to order from the
multicourse, à la carte menu at any
time. Multiple virtual windows
display the plane’s surroundings
in real time, meaning that even the
middle suites come with a view.
Want to face your destination head
on? Watch your flight – including
takeoff and landing – live from the
pilot’s perspective on the suite’s
80-centimetre TV. Currently, the
suites can be booked on flights
between Dubai and Geneva or
Brussels, with a Dubai-to-London
option set to debut in June.
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Suite Talk

Chef Dimitris
Katrivesis’
Mistura.

THE ESSENCE OF ESCAPE

Bringin’ Home
the Ritz
Ever since Ernest Hemingway knocked
back dry martinis at the Ritz Paris
in the 1920s, the 142-room hotel’s Bar
Hemingway has been a Parisian staple.
Today, a new collection of barware
accessories lets hotel guests and online
shoppers have a piece of the haunt at
home. Items include Bar Hemingwaybranded whiskey and cocktail glasses; an
illustrated cocktail recipe book from the
Ritz’s renowned head bartender, Colin
Peter Field; and this porcelain change
tray, a nice place to leave leftover euro
coins until your next trip to France.
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RAISE A GLASS IN PERU:
Argentine designer Francisco
López Bustos, whose résumé
includes Buenos Aires’ Teatro
Colón, just wrapped an update
of Peru’s 90-year-old Country
Club Lima Hotel. The 83 guest
rooms juxtapose modern,
monochromatic murals and
Spanish colonial-era art, while
downstairs, the cosy English
Bar still serves one of the
city’s best pisco sours.

(ICON) BOMSYMBOLS/THE NOUN PROJECT, (TRAY) CHRIS PLAVIDAL

Privacy is a priority at Hotel Esencia, a former villa estate turned hotel on Mexico’s Riviera Maya. So, after the boutique resort
acquired four more hectares (bringing its total to 20), owner Kevin Wendle decided to expand, adding 11 spacious, whitewashed
suites: six directly on the beach, with double bathtubs facing the sea, and another five set in the jungle. The 40-room hideaway also
opened a new outpost of chef and El Bulli alum Dimitris Katrivesis’ Peruvian restaurant, Mistura – the original is located in Mykonos. The circular, open-air space is around the corner from the hotel’s hammock garden, the ideal spot for a post-ceviche siesta.

ELEGANT AND UNIQUE
from suite to suite.

Incomparable experiences personalised for you are what you’ll encounter on a cruise with Uniworld. Our one-of-a-kind ships are
statement pieces, reflecting the many colourful destinations you will visit. They encompass the luxurious ambiance of a worldclass boutique hotel – on water, with lavishly designed suites that include marble-lined bathrooms and handcrafted Savoir® of
England beds, orchids thoughtfully placed throughout the ship and specially commissioned artwork. We refer to these small
details as Tiny Noticeable Touches – the little things that will take your overall river cruise experience from great to outstanding.

OUR BEST OFFER EVER and you won’t want to miss this
Save up to 40% on select 2018 voyages.* Take full advantage in 2018.
ENJOY THE EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO BENEFIT OF $260^ PER PERSON SHIPBOARD CREDIT.

Uniworld Boutique River Cruise Collection
Best River Cruise Line

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR FOR INFORMATION AND EXCLUSIVE AMENITIES.
*Terms and conditions apply: Valid for new bookings on selected 2018 itineraries and departure dates only, made by 31 March 2018. Savings valid up to Category 1 stateroom, excluding suites and subject to
availability at time of book. ^Shipboard credit listed in AU dollars. Exclusive Shipboard Credit offer is combinable with all current Uniworld promotions, and if forfeited, no cash reimbursement will be given. Offers
may be withdrawn or amended at any time. Please contact your preferred Virtuoso Agent for full terms and conditions and details. UW203605465

City to Go

Beyond the Prado
Madrid’s Justicia neighbourhood embodies
the soul of the city.
BY PAOLA SINGER PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLARA TUMA
GO FOR After visiting Madrid’s
glorious plazas, monuments,
and museums, take some
time to delve into its quieter
neighbourhoods. The city’s
true soul is revealed along its
backstreets. One worthwhile
detour is Justicia, home to
some of the trendiest recent
openings in town. Although
Justicia’s most popular section
is Chueca, a colourful nightlife
hub, there’s much more to discover in this centrally located
district than bars and boîtes.

Clockwise from top left: Café Comercial’s first level, a cityscape at
dusk, Fismuler restaurant’s grilled croaker with cabbage, the
Museo del Romanticismo, and Do Design’s concept shop.
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The Supreme Court, which
occupies a neoclassical eighteenth-century convent, anchors the neighbourhood. Next
door is the Church of Santa
Bárbara (where King Ferdinand
VI and his wife, Bárbara de Braganza, are buried). The Museo
del Romanticismo, in a former

mansion, houses a collection
of paintings, furnishings, and
objets d’art from the Romantic
period of the nineteenth century. But Justicia’s true charm
lies in its maze of narrow lanes
dotted with a mix of designer
boutiques, old-school cafés,
and stylish restaurants helmed
by top chefs.

EAT & DRINK Sit back in the palmtree-shaded interior courtyard
at Habanera (Calle de Génova
28) and watch the Instagram
celebrities stroll by. This restaurant and cocktail lounge
inspired by colonial Cuba has
theatrical decor featuring bold
floral-patterned fabrics and
richly textured woods.
Fismuler (Calle de Sagasta 29)
may look Nordic (distressed
wooden tables, spare walls),

Breathe in.

Breathe out.

Sit back and relax in endless days of sunshine and all the
amenities you could ever image. Luxury. It’s where you choose
to stay and where you choose to live your passionate self.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your next holiday.
9 RESORT CITIES. ONE BEAUTIFUL OASIS.
palm springs | desert hot springs | cathedral city | rancho mirage
palm desert | indian wells | la quinta | indio | coachella

GreaterPS.com

City to Go

TIP
“In the neighbourhood of
Chamberí, not far from
Justicia, try Perrachica, a
restaurant serving updated
Spanish cuisine in a nearly
930-square-metre former
bank building. The ‘industrialcolonial’ space is divided into
a variety of cosy nooks with
elegant sofas, intimate tables,
and leafy plants.”
– Alba Reyes, Virtuoso travel
advisor, Madrid

Clockwise from left: An alfresco social hour on Plaza Santa Bárbara, Habanera’s interior, and classic Spanish tortilla de patatas, a typical tapa.

but its food is 100 per cent
Spanish. Feast on chef Nino
Redruello’s wildly imaginative
dishes, such as seared Iberian
pork loin topped with fennel
and caper berries, or poached
bonito belly with salicornia and
macerated strawberries. Book
your table in advance.
Gin-and-tonic-obsessed
Spanish bartenders go out of
their way to source artisanal
gins and organic tonic waters.
Order one at Café Comercial
(Glorieta de Bilbao 7), a gorgeously renovated historic
café where Madrid’s intellectuals gathered in the early
1900s. These days, pretty
young things mingle with oldtimers at the stylish main bar.
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SHOP The first (and only) Madrid
boutique from Ailanto (Calle
Orellana 14), a boundary-pushing Barcelona design duo, is as
chic as the brand’s geometricand floral-printed garments.
Browse the collection of
dresses, coats, and handbags
among copper-covered pillars
and water-lily-shaped pendant
lights. Nearby, The Corner
(Calle Orellana 12) stocks casual wear for men and women
from European labels such as
Scotch & Soda.
Take home an olive-flowerscented candle from La
Chinata (Calle Gravina 10),
a contemporary shop that
specialises in all things extravirgin olive oil. Born in the

southern region of Extremadura, where olive groves stretch
for kilometres, this 86-yearold brand features its star
product by the bottle and in
hand lotions, face masks, and
other fragrant potions.
After shopping for limitededition accessories and fashionable home accents at Do
Design (Calle Fernando VI 13),
sit down for a cup of loose-leaf
tea at its on-site café. The
airy coastal vibe – mixed with
industrial elements such as exposed brick – is truly inviting.

STAY Located just off the Paseo
del Prado, the 470-room
Westin Palace Madrid is a
1912 landmark with a famed

stained-glass rotunda. The
city’s big three museums –
the Prado, Reina Sofía, and
Thyssen-Bornemisza – are a
short walk away, as is its green
jewel, Retiro Park. Settle into
one of the hotel’s recently
renovated rooms (a rolling
overhaul has refreshed three
out of six storeys) for a classic
Madrid experience.
A mix of architectural and
decorative styles comes
together handsomely at the
updated Villa Magna. Set in
the sophisticated Salamanca
district, this 150-room hotel
combines an air of traditional elegance in Louis XVI
and Empire furnishings with
fresh, modern touches.

SEABOURN’S

EXTRAORDINARY
™
WORLDS
Elegant adventure, luxury unbound.

SEWARD

SEWARD Icy Strait Point Haines
Seduction Point
Inian Islands
Juneau
Tracy Arm/
Resurrection Bay
Endicott Arm
Aialik Glacier Sitka
Wrangell
Holgate Glacier
Rudyerd Bay
Chiswell
Misty Fjords
Islands
Ketchikan
Prince Rupert
Kenai Fjords
Grenville Channel
Klemtu
Princess Royal
Gulf of
Channel
Alaska
Alert Bay
Bella Bella
Johnstone Strait
Pacific
VANCOUVER
Ocean

14-DAY ULTIMATE GLACIER
& FJORD ADVENTURE
Seward (Anchorage) to Vancouver
23 Jul & 11 ^ Sep 2018

From

$6,999*
twin share

pp

Haines Seduction Point
Inian Islands
Juneau
Tracy Arm/
Endicott Arm
Icy Strait Point
Wrangell
Sitka
Rudyerd Bay
Gulf of
Behm Narrows
Alaska
Misty Fjords
Ketchikan

Pacific
Ocean

11-DAY ULTIMATE
ALASKAN SOJOURN

Vancouver to Seward (Anchorage)
12 Jul, 6 & 31 ^ August 2018

VANCOUVER

From

$6,499*
twin share

pp

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Professional to begin your journey on the
World’s Finest Ultra-Luxury Cruise Line.™ Book today to take advantage of Virtuoso Voyages
amenities including: Dedicated Onboard Host, Welcome Reception, and Exclusive Shore Experience.
^Fares based on this date. *All fares are in Australian dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy, subject to availability. Fares are current as of 15 Jan 2018. Some suite categories
may not be available. Fares are not combinable with any other oﬀer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to change without notice. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses are included.
All savings amounts are included in fares shown. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2018 Seabourn SE031.2

Interview

Why I Travel

Literature, space debris, and ancient stages provide treasured travel
moments for a former high school teacher. INTERVIEWED BY SUSAN SKELLY

I taught English and history. Travel really brings all of that to life. It allows you
to expand on and savour your knowledge.
We recently ended up on the Greek island of Cephalonia, thanks to the novel
Captain Corelli’s Mandolin. I had read
the book and always wanted to visit. The
beaches are spectacular. Verdant hills,
turquoise water. The sea appears to be
illuminated from beneath.
I was infatuated by Lord Byron as a
student. I remember studying a poem,
“The Prisoner of Chillon,” so we went to
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Montreux to visit the Château de Chillon,
where I saw Byron’s signature on the columns. In Athens we went to the Temple
of Poseidon at Cape Sounion and also
saw Byron’s signature there.
Danielle convinced us to try a cruise.
Being our first, we decided to go with
long-time friends we’d travelled with
before, Irene and Nicholas Confos. We
joined the Seabourn Encore in Civitavecchia, took it down the Amalfi Coast, and
disembarked in Athens.
In the ancient theatre at Epidaurus,
acclaimed for its acoustics, there was a
Chinese girl singing opera. After she had
finished, we stood in the middle of the
amphitheatre with our friends and sang
the Greek national anthem. Indeed, the
acoustics were spectacular.
On a nighttime flight from Honolulu to
Sydney in October 1990, the pilot suggested passengers keep an eye out for the
debris that comes with a space shuttle
re-entry. It looked to me like Hong Kong
floating by: millions of lights.

We stood in the
middle of the
amphitheatre with our
friends and sang
the Greek national
anthem. Indeed,
the acoustics
were spectacular.
I love hotels with history. A suite in the
Hôtel de Crillon in Paris was where Marie
Antoinette used to have her piano lessons;
it overlooks the Place de la Concorde,
where she was executed. We love sitting
on the terrace of Athens’ Hotel Grande
Bretagne, which is full of political history,
watching the Parthenon, first in the morning light and then later under the more
mellow light of evening. We also adore the
Bauer Palazzo in Venice, on the Grand
Canal, where you can sit on the terrace
and watch merchants prepare for their
day’s work as they have for centuries.

(GROUP PHOTO AND COUPLE) MARIA JAMES, (WAIKIKI) YURUPHOTO/
GETTY IMAGES, (EPIDAURUS) STARCEVIC/GETTY IMAGES

M

ARIA JAMES STILL USES THE
Qantas Junior V-Jet Club logbook she received when she
took her first trip, to the U.S.,
at age 14. Her father’s career as a Qantas
ground engineer fostered her love of
travel from a young age. These days, Maria, who lives in one of Sydney’s eastern
suburbs, travels with her pediatrician husband, Con James. Sydney-based Virtuoso
travel advisor Danielle Selinger gives their
adventures shape and substance.

Clockwise from opposite left: Con James
(left), Nicholas and Irene Confos, and Maria
James (right) at the Four Seasons Hotel
Milano; the theatre at Epidaurus; Marie
Antoinette’s famous suite at the Hôtel de
Crillon; Con and Maria in Capri; and Waikiki.

We’ve been going to Hawaii for 37
years. I always say swimming in Waikiki
is like swimming in liquid aquamarines.
Italy is also an evergreen destination
for us. We love to go to Lake Como
and Capri, so picturesque with its little
streets to wander through and something to discover at every turn. It’s a
little slice of heaven.

I’ve always been fascinated by Maria
Callas. In Athens last June, just down the
road from Hotel Grande Bretagne, the
exhibition Maria Callas: The Myth Lives
On, at the B&M Theocharakis Foundation
for the Fine Arts & Music, showcased the
opera diva’s clothes, manuscripts, jewellery, an Hermès blanket she’d bought
Aristotle Onassis, a Bulgari clutch studded with diamonds, and handbags given

to her by Grace Kelly – I hadn’t realised
they were such good friends.

WHERE NEXT?
I’ve always wanted to go to Saint Petersburg to see the Church of the Saviour on
Spilled Blood and the Hermitage, which
includes the Winter Palace. We’ll see
what Danielle comes up with.
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On the Table

Clockwise from top
left: Hare tournedos and foie gras
at Antica Corte
Pallavicina, Opera
02 proprietor Mattia Montanari and
vintages from his
winery, and Pallavicina’s cellar.

E

Slow Food Speeds Up
In Italy, Emilia-Romagna’s old-school culinary products get a modern twist.
BY NAOMI TOMKY PHOTOGRAPHY BY SUSAN WRIGHT
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MILIA-ROMAGNA’S

weathered hills and
medieval buildings
share the goldenbrown hue of a beauty that
develops only with age. Everything here, it seems, gets
better as it gets older, even the
food: Parmigiano-Reggiano
cheese dries on shelves the
same way it has for centuries, balsamic vinegar soaks
in barrels that date as far back
as Machiavelli’s time, and
cured hams hang in a cellar
built hundreds of years ago.
Each is one of 44 products
governed by the Denominazione di Origine Protetta
(DOP), meaning that their
production locations and
methods are codified by law.
So when a restaurater or
producer finds a way to show
off luxury and modernity
while making something
that’s been unchanged for
eons, it’s worth checking out.
Travellers based in Bologna
can explore all aspects of
the area’s culinary heritage,
including its new direction.
Head out with a guide, or a
map and a car (perhaps a
Ferrari, Lamborghini, or Maserati – which are also made

in the region), to sample three of EmiliaRomagna’s most beloved specialities.
Italy’s Prized Ham

CULATELLO DI ZIBELLO
“Modern” is hardly the word that comes
to mind when you’re surrounded by the
funk of 5,000 ageing hams in a fourteenthcentury cellar. At least, until you climb
the stairs out of the basement and enter
a grand glass room that greets diners
with brilliant sunshine and tablet-toting
servers. Here, less than two hours northwest of Bologna in the medieval village
of Polesine Parmense, is Antica Corte
Pallavicina, the embodiment of contemporary Emilia-Romagna, where food is
king, but tradition is queen.
Some diners who sit at chef Massimo
Spigaroli’s crisp-white-clothed tables
are oblivious to the culinary magic happening below: The cellar walls harbour
moulds that inoculate the hunks of meat,
just as they have since the Pallavicino
marquesses cured the same Culatello di
Zibello here 700 years ago. There’s no
climate control, just windows that open
to let in the Po River valley’s lowland fog.

(The humidity is one of many factors that
differentiate Culatello di Zibello from its
famous sibling, Prosciutto di Parma.)
The restaurant incorporates the salumeria’s premier product into its otherwise thoroughly modern menu. Nearly
everyone starts their meal with a trio of
Culatelli di Zibello, before moving on,
say, to dumplings stuffed with tomatoes
and burrata cheese in an anchovy sauce,
courses of frog legs or poplar-smoked
black pork, and, for dessert, domes of
white chocolate with lemon centres. But
the culatello, more tender and intense than
prosciutto, remains the star. The taste of
the fog comes out as a gentle smokiness, a
flavour that can be produced in only eight
local towns, so that Culatello di Zibello is
rarely exported and can even be difficult
to find outside the area.

TIP
“Just outside Parma, travellers can
visit the Consorzio Produttori
Latte Parma to watch cheesemakers transform curd into wonderful Parmigiano-Reggiano. It’s
aged for well over a year before it’s
ready to be tasted by the public.”
– Janet McLaughlin,
Virtuoso travel advisor

Lunchtime
in Bologna.

The Real Deal

TRADITIONAL BALSAMIC VINEGAR OF MODENA
Balsamic vinegar seems ubiquitous –
until you realise that much of what’s
found on grocery shelves isn’t the original. The DOP-certified stuff comes in
a 100-millilitre container designed by

ultimate
A MANWANA

A MANPULO

A MANJIWO

A MANOI

A MANPURI

A MANTAKA

A MANKILA

IT'S TIME
FOR AN
AMAZING
JOURNEY
A MANSARA

A MANDARI

F OR RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR V IRTUOSO T RAVEL A DVISOR
Island Destinations Includes Complimentary
Post Departure Insurance with Every Booking
A SIA • D UBAI • O MAN • M ALDIVES • M AURITIUS • S EYCHELLES • H AWAI ` I • F IJI
F RENCH P OLYNESIA • C ENTRAL A MERICA • M EXICO • B ERMUDA • B AHAMAS • C ARIBBEAN • V ILLAS
© 2018 Island Destinations. All rights reserved. ® Island Destinations, The Authority for Luxury Travel, are registered trademarks.

On the Table

Like Culatello di Zibello, traditional balsamic is made without climate
control; seasonal temperature changes contribute to the product’s flavour.
Giorgetto Giugiaro – famous for his
work with Ferrari – in 1988, when the
consortium systemised the rules for
making it. It’s labeled “Traditional Balsamic Vinegar of Modena,” not “Balsamic Vinegar of Modena,” and the sole
ingredient is grape juice. (Nontraditional versions blend grape juice with
various wine vinegars.) To be certified,
along with the region’s only other DOPcertified vinegar, from Reggio Emilia, it
must be made using the original method, unchanged for centuries. Visitors
can see this process in play in barrels
dating from 1512 that Davide Lonardi
still uses at Villa San Donnino in Modena, 45 minutes northwest of Bologna.
Lonardi, one of about 125 local producers, offers travellers the chance to peer
into the attic of his 1911 villa and wander among the hectares of grapevines
in front before they stop in the shop to
taste his vinegar – alone, over cheese,
or, surprisingly, on ice cream. Like Culatello di Zibello, traditional balsamic is
made without climate control; seasonal
temperature changes contribute to the
product’s flavour. Under one of Villa
San Donnino’s sixteenth-century barrels, a ceramic bowl catches drips falling
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through the cracks of the ageing wood.
Things are a bit sleeker – impeccably
so – 13 kilometres away at Opera 02, a
winery, restaurant, farm-stay, and acetaia (balsamic producer). There, few
of the barrels are older than the freshfaced proprietor, 36-year-old Mattia
Montanari, even though the production
process – boiling down the grape juice,
filling the barrels, then moving the ageing product from the largest container
to the smallest – takes a minimum of
12 years. There’s no dust or dripping
vinegar here. A pristine glass wall separates the air-conditioned lobby from
the required uncontrolled climate of
the vinegar loft, where gleaming lights
and uniform batteries of casks give off a
“Lamborghini of vinegars” impression.
The vinegars of both acetaie have a
complex, round sweetness without the
sharpness and cloying caramel notes of
the other versions. As different from their
counterparts as fine china is from paper
plates, they accomplish the same thing,
but with infinitely more style and finesse.
A Classic, Elevated

PARMIGIANO-REGGIANO
Of all Emilia-Romagna’s traditional foods,

Parmigiano-Reggiano, the “king of
cheese,” is perhaps the most famous.
Still, the delicacy’s sacrosanct status
has left it a bit behind the times. While
it shows up on nearly every menu in Bologna, the presentation rarely changes:
a few crumbles, perhaps drizzled with
vinegar. When Antica Osteria Le Mura
opened in the city last year, it hoped to
buck that practice. Rather than outright rejecting the city’s culinary classics (green lasagna, rich ragù, tortellini
in broth), Le Mura split its menu in two:
classic dishes on the left, creative reinterpretations on the right. Diners looking for
the famous and familiar can sit at the narrow wine bar or at wooden tables and order their Parmigiano on the salumi board.
But those looking to try something new
will find it in an elaborate asparagus-andParmigiano-Reggiano flan topped with
peas and lemon, as bright as the sun shining on the contemporary patio out front.
Le Mura’s dual setup might hardly be
groundbreaking in many places, but in a
part of the world so entrenched – even legally so – in tradition, these baby steps to
move Culatello di Zibello, balsamic vinegar, and Parmigiano-Reggiano into the
modern world are a pretty big deal.

DIG INTO ITALY

Bring your appetite to Emilia-Romagna.

STAY Base your culinary exploration at Bologna’s oldest hotel,
the 109-room Grand Hotel Majestic già Baglioni, housed in
a former seminary built for Pope Benedict XIV. Stop number
one: the property’s I Carracci Restaurant, where, beneath
Murano chandeliers and Carracci brothers frescoes, tradition lives on in the region’s authentic rustico cuisine.
GO While you’re in the homeland of some of the world’s finest automobiles, it’s only fitting to take one out for a spin:
Self-drive itineraries get a boost from Onirikos, Italian
Experiences Designer, one of Virtuoso’s on-site tour connections in Italy, who can work with your travel advisor to
arrange Ferrari, Maserati, and Lamborghini rentals.
Your travel advisor can set up a private full-day food adventure with another Virtuoso on-site connection, IC Bellagio, that includes stops to taste Parmigiano-Reggiano,
prosciutto, and balsamic vinegar.

A balsamic tasting at Villa San Donnino. Opposite, from left: Opera 02’s
vineyards, Culatello di Zibello at Antica Corte Pallavicina, and Antica Osteria
Le Mura’s pumpkin flan with Parmigiano-Reggiano and its salumi board.

Artisans of Leisure’s 11-day food- and wine-focussed
trip through Italy features two days in Emilia-Romagna,
plus winetasting in Piedmont, truffle hunting in Tuscany,
and market-hopping in Florence. Departures: Any day
through 2018.

COMO
THE TREASURY
A SEAMLESS BLEND OF
CONTEMPORARY AND
HISTORICAL IN THE HEART OF
PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
COMO The Treasury is a luxury hotel
with 48 elegantly appointed rooms
in Perth’s revitalised historic heart. This
contemporary hotel offers new
experiences by way of two restaurants,
a bar and world-renowned COMO
Shambhala wellness therapies.
As a Virtuoso guest, you will receive
an upgrade to your accommodation at
time of check-in, a US$100 credit (per
room, per stay) to be used at COMO The
Treasury, and the flexibility to check-in
early or check-out late.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to
find out more.
Upgrades, early check-in and late check-out are
subject to availability. Terms and conditions apply.

Well Travelled

The pool at Aman
Tokyo’s spa is a serene
perch above the city.

City spas that take wellness immersion
one step further.
BY CELESTE MOURE
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T

AMAN

Urban
Renewal

HE WELLNESS RETREAT, ONCE THE PURVIEW OF FAR-FLUNG

destination spas where teams of experts oversee multiday
escapes, has come to the city. “Travellers are looking to take
the time for self-care wherever they go,” says Kiron Dhaliwal,
a Virtuoso advisor who focusses on wellness travel. “For some that
might mean a massage or a facial, but for others it might mean something deeper, something more spiritual.” Hotels in cities such as Tokyo
and New York are catering to this desire with expanded offerings and
programmes staffed with specialists not typically found at urban properties. “Having a healer or an acupuncturist at a city hotel spa is such a
departure from the expected,” says Dhaliwal. “And it’s very exciting.”
Here, five hotel sanctuaries that elevate spa-ing in the city.

The Corinthia’s amphitheatre sauna and
(below) poolside peace
at the Four Seasons New
York Downtown’s spa.

The New Wave

ESPA LIFE, CORINTHIA HOTEL LONDON
At 1,006 square metres, ESPA Life, ESPA’s flagship facility on four storeys beneath London’s Corinthia hotel, is one
of Europe’s largest and a local favourite.
This spa promotes a holistic approach
to wellbeing with a cadre of naturopaths, acupuncturists, herbalists, osteopaths, personal trainers, and other spa
professionals. There’s also a membership
programme for Londoners who demand
more from a spa and fitness experience.
Going a step or three beyond exfoliation and deep-tissue massages, ESPA
Life therapists introduce breathing
and visualisation techniques designed
to focus awareness on the present. On
the active front, the spa’s Bodyspace
facility offers programmes that target
physical and mental transformation –
a fitness assessment and a personalised
programme tailor-made to achieve
goals, for instance, whether they be running a 5K or summiting Everest. Gait
assessment, heel-strike analysis, and a
regimen to continue at home are part of
the package. On a more relaxing note,
the Thermal Floor features a glassed-in
amphitheatre sauna with 360-degree
views, a fireplace, and an ice fountain,
as well as a nine-metre steel-lined pool
that reflects the water’s ripples on the
ceiling for a soothing effect.
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Well Travelled

The lounge life at La
Réserve Genève and (right)
One&Only Cape Town’s spa.

Scientific Methods

NESCENS SPA AT LA RÉSERVE
GENÈVE, GENEVA
In Europe, spas continue to focus on
science-based treatments, as at La Réserve
Genève, the inaugural spa site for the
Nescens brand (developed at Geneva’s
Center for the Prevention of Aging at
the Clinique de Genolier). Here, skin care
begins with an in-depth analysis by
specialists in preventive and aesthetic
medicine, followed by cell-regeneration
therapies, targeted massage techniques,
and anti-ageing treatments. Nescens
promises visible results after the first
treatment. Therapists explain the composition of products and provide skin-care
advice for continued results at home.
Figure-shaping treatments, as well as
personalised fitness programmes that
combine coaching, treatment, and nutrition, round out the menu here.
Yin and Yang

THE SPA AT THE FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
NEW YORK DOWNTOWN
From crystal therapy to a collagen-stimulating ultrasound procedure, this Four
Seasons spa fuses treatments featuring
high-end skin-care lines (Dr Burgener
Switzerland and Hungary’s Omorovicza) with alternative-medicine techniques from resident healers who
focus on meditation, acupuncture, and
yoga, among other practices. The result
is a sanctuary where ancient beliefs,
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nature, and innovation meet.
Occupying the hotel’s entire third
storey, the space has seven treatment
rooms and a 23-metre lap pool with
shimmering mosaics and lots of natural
light. The new Haute Couture programme includes a skin analysis every
three months, which Dr Burgener
Switzerland then uses to create a custom cosmetic line. Over the course
of a year, guests return to the spa for
facial treatments that incorporate antiageing technologies as well as personalised products. For a more spiritual
encounter, book a crystal healer session,
which promises to access the inner layers of the subconscious and concludes
with a customised crystal selection
aimed at creating greater balance in the
body and mind.
Natural High

AMAN SPA AT AMAN TOKYO
Secreted in remote corners of the globe – a
valley in Bhutan, say, or an isolated Indonesian beach – Aman resorts offer guests
the chance to discover the soul of a place
through meaningful cultural immersion
and soulful but spare design. For its 27th
property, the hotel brand went off-script,
opening an 84-room hotel in the world’s
most populous metropolitan area.
Set on the 33rd and 34th storeys of the
Otemachi Tower, the Aman Tokyo Spa
blends urban flair with classic elements of
a traditional Japanese ryokan (inn), such

as camphorwood, washi paper, and stone.
Seasonally themed treatments bring
touches from the natural world to this
retreat above the city. The Summer Journey, for example, which takes inspiration from the local custom of going to the
forest to cool down in warmer months,
focusses on slowing down, hydrating, and
quieting the mind with a scrub and wrap
that incorporate hinoki cypress leaves,
Japanese mint, and dokudami herbal
tea. After a macrobiotic lunch, try a centuries-old holistic procedure such as shiatsu,
then contemplate the Tokyo skyline from
the 30-metre pool or a stone bath inspired
by an onsen (hot spring).
Into Africa

ONE&ONLY SPA, CAPE TOWN
Set on a lush private island overlooking the marina on the Victoria & Alfred
Waterfront, One&Only Spa’s eight
spacious villas blend African influences
with a clean, modern aesthetic. African
elements are at the forefront on the spa
menu too, including in the Only Here
collection of treatments, which incorporate local and indigenous ingredients.
The African Journey, for example, begins
with a rooibos-and-rock-salt scrub, followed by a massage using orange and
baobab oils and a rungu stick, a wooden
throwing baton popular with some East
African tribes, to ease tension and soothe
muscle aches. The treatment ends with a
rooibos tea ceremony.

Oh! to wake up in West Hollywood and feel its sun shine. To be
pampered and tempted and spoiled and surprised. Oh! to the style.
Oh Wow! to the rooftop pools and sleeping in legendary places.
Oh, to be free in L.A.. Oh, to be in WeHo. VisitWestHollywood.com

JOHANNESBURG
MELBOURNE
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Clockwise from top left: The MaXhosa by Laduma
boutique at Work Shop New Town, Miami Mountain,
Santiago’s Museum of Fashion, Singapore’s Projector Cinema, and Melbourne’s City Wine Shop.
Clockwise from top left: The MaXhosa
by Laduma boutique at Work Shop New
Town, Miami Mountain, Santiago’s Museum of Fashion, Singapore’s Projector
Cinema, and Melbourne’s City Wine Shop.

MIAMI

MY
TOWN

CULTURE MAKERS IN SOME OF THE WORLD’S MOST
SOPHISTICATED CITIES SHARE THEIR HOMETOWN PICKS.

SINGAPORE

(JOHANNESBURG) CLARA TUMA, (MIAIMI) VANESSA ROGERS,
(SINGAPORE) LAURYN ISHAK, (MELBOURNE) REBECCA NEWMAN

If you want to really know a place, ask a local where to
go – especially a local with great taste. Fashion designers,
chefs, writers, and art-world denizens take creative cues
from their urban surroundings, so they’re in tune with
the best their towns have to offer. We tapped some of the
coolest people in five of our favourite cities to find out
what not to miss next time we visit.

SANTIAGO
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JOHANNESBURG

H

E’S SOMETHING OF A
legend in South Africa
for his bold-patterned
knitwear inspired by his Xhosa
heritage, but Laduma Ngxokolo’s designs for his MaXhosa by
Laduma line have a global following as well. He was heralded
as African Fashion International’s Emerging Designer of
the Year in 2014, Vogue Italia
showcased his work at the Palazzo Morando in Milan in 2015,
and Beyoncé has featured his
designs on her website. The
designer moved his business
to Johannesburg from his
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hometown in Port Elizabeth two
years ago to grow his brand.
“Joburg is an example of what
I do, trying to fuse my heritage
and spin it off in a modern way,
so that people can wear it every
day,” Ngxokolo says. “Joburg
has that, and also has a global
cultural presence mixed with it.”

CREATIVE OASIS “The
Maboneng Precinct is a spot
I like because of the diversity
that’s there, and also the
grungy design and the events
that happen within that area,”
Ngxokolo says. This revitalised

stretch of the gritty city
core has become a landing
spot for Joburg’s creatively
inclined residents. (Visitors
should note that, much like
Rio de Janeiro, Johannesburg
has dangerous zones. Stick
to safe areas and use car
services to move around
the city.) “Comedy clubs,
exhibitions, markets, and the
creatives that live around
the area make it a superinteresting place. I like the
food and atmosphere at Pata
Pata, and the steak and decor
at Che Argentine Grill.”

CLARA TUMA

LADUMA NGXOKOLO,
FASHION DESIGNER

“JOBURG IS AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT I DO,
TRYING TO FUSE MY HERITAGE
AND SPIN IT OFF IN A MODERN WAY THAT
PEOPLE CAN WEAR EVERY DAY.”

INSPIRED OUTING “For
inspiration, I often go to the
Wits Art Museum,” Ngxokolo
says. “They’ve got quite a big
collection of Xhosa beadwork,”
he adds, referring to the traditional designs of the Xhosa
people, one of South Africa’s
largest cultural groups.
CONTEMPORARY ART “I go
to the FNB Joburg Art Fair every season,” Ngxokolo says of
Africa’s leading art exhibition,
held at the Sandton Convention Centre every September
and featuring prominent galleries from across the continent.
“Contemporary artists from
Africa and the African diaspora
come and exhibit their work.”
Ngxokolo keeps an eye out for
the work of Tony Gum – whom
Vogue once called “the coolest girl in Cape Town” – and
Athi-Patra Ruga, whose art has
been shown everywhere from
New York to London to Dubai.

DESIGNER TO WATCH “I like
an up-and-coming designer
called Rich Mnisi. He has a
masculine style that’s unisex
and also fused with a little bit
of African touch,” Ngxokolo
says. “I think that’s what makes
him appealing – he’s different
to the others. He has a studio
in Joburg.” Fans can shop for
his designs at Woolworths
stores or at Spree.co.za; for
custom pieces, the designer
makes house calls.
JAZZ AND STREETWEAR
“The Orbit is a lifestyle jazz
bar where you can buy CDs,
drink, listen to live music,
and interact. It’s in Braamfontein, which has a young
streetwear culture.”

SOUTH AFRICAN DESIGN
You can browse Ngxokolo’s
distinctive designs at his boutique in Work Shop New Town,
a sleek retail centre carrying
South African designers. “It’s a
great creative space for us to be
in,” he says. “We’re a one-stop
shop for buying locally produced products – there’s Family
Tree, a streetwear brand created by hip-hop artist Cassper
Nyovest, and Era, a watch store
by DJ Zinhle. I’m excited about
a new barbershop called Legends. And two doors away from
us is The Potato Shed, where
I have my business meetings. I
order the steak and fries – they
specialise in potatoes.”

STAY In a tony area that’s
home to tycoons and diplomats, the Saxon Hotel,
Villas, and Spa has become
a retreat for global A-listers –
think Oprah Winfrey and the
Clintons – as well as Joburg’s
movers and shakers, who
congregate at its restaurants.
The 53-suite hotel’s decor
skews modern African, and
South Africa’s top chef, Luke
Dale-Roberts, opened its finedining restaurant.
CRUISE Before kicking off
a 15-day round-trip cruise
from Cape Town aboard the
684-passenger Nautica, start in
Johannesburg with a four-day
Oceania Cruises tour that begins with free time for exploring
the city. Travellers then journey to Victoria Falls, located
on the border between Zambia
and Zimbabwe, and Botswana’s
Chobe National Park before a
flight back to Cape Town via
Johannesburg. Departure: 5
January 2019. – SARAH KHAN

Clockwise from top: A Saturday-night party in Maboneng,
a Maboneng street scene, and Mandela smiling over the
Braamfontein neighbourhood. Opposite: The Potato Shed.
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MELBOURNE

Melbourne lured him back: “It’s
got a nice understated energy
to it; it’s not flashy like other
cities,” he says. “It’s got an
underground electricity.”

RESTAURANT OF CHOICE
When Turner gets time away
from his own establishment,
he typically spends it eating
at other chefs’ restaurants.
“At the moment, I tend to go
to a place called Embla in the
Central Business District, a
really cool wine bar. Chef Dave
Verheul is killing it,” he says.
“Their flavours are amazing;
there’s a lot of fire-cooking
there.” His current favourite
is a sour cucumber dish with

dill and feta. “Embla is very
Melbourne: understated, just
going about what they do quietly without the fanfare.”

CHINATOWN MEANDERINGS
“We have a pretty epic Chinatown. I like the dumplings
at Shanghai Street, and Longsong is a good place for wine
and cocktails. But just outside Chinatown, on the same
street, is the most amazing
pasta bar called Tipo 00. They
do amazing pasta and wine
with minimal intervention.”

COFFEE BREAK “Coffee –
where do you start? Something that Melbourne’s really

AARON TURNER,
CHEF AND RESTAURANT OWNER
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(MELBOURNE) REBECCA NEWMAN, (AARON TURNER) JULIAN KINGMA

A

ARON TURNER IS A
musician, a chef, and, as
of last October, the author of Igni: A Restaurant’s First
Year, a retelling of the highs
and lows behind the opening
of his celebrated restaurant in
Geelong, near Melbourne. In a
relaxed, minimalist space, he
finesses adventurous five- and
eight-course tasting menus:
pork belly cooked in fermented
grains, courgette flowers
stuffed with mussels, or cuttlefish with celeriac and lemons,
for instance. Although he’s
done stints at Noma in Copenhagen and Spain’s El Celler de
Can Roca – even a sabbatical in
Nashville along the way –

“IT’S NOT FLASHY LIKE
OTHER CITIES. IT’S GOT AN
UNDERGROUND ELECTRICITY.”
good at is coffee, and the one
I like the most is Patricia
Coffee Brewers in the CBD,”
he says. “It’s standing room;
otherwise, you can sit in the
alley on a milk crate.” Turner is
also a fan of the interior: “Another thing I think Melbourne
does well is design. Patricia
has clean lines and a Scandinavian, European feel.”

ROCK ON As a musician, one
of the things that first lured
Turner to Melbourne from his
coastal Victoria hometown
of Portland was its live music
scene. “When I first moved
here, I was playing in bands,
and Melbourne had great livemusic venues,” he remembers.
“Sadly, they’re all disappearing, but a few still hang on.”
His favourite? “The coolest
one is The Tote. They’ve stood
the test of time. The Tote is
probably more for street punk
and up-and-coming bands.
Nirvana played one of their
first shows in Australia in this
tiny little venue.”

WINE TIME “City Wine Shop
on Spring Street is really
good,” Turner says. “They have
a lot of amazing wines by the
glass and bottle. It also acts
as a takeaway bottle shop.”
Turner recommends wines
produced in the Adelaide Hills
region: “I recently drank a
2017 Jim Barry assyrtiko from
Clare Valley, South Australia,”
he says. “There are a lot of
cocktail bars [in Melbourne],
but I’m not really a cocktail
sort of guy. I just go to Aussie
pubs for a beer.”

THE GRASS IS GREENER
“The Royal Botanic Gardens
in Melbourne is amazing,” says
Turner, who loves learning
about indigenous plants and
their roles in the ecosystem.
“It’s nice to go hang out and
sneak a bottle of wine in.”

BOOK NOOKS “I like the feel
and smell of a real bookshop.
You can spend time flicking
through titles and immerse
yourself in the store.” Some
of Turner’s top picks for a trip
down literary lane? “Hill of
Content or the Paperback
Bookshop – any independent
shop selling obscure titles by
great authors.”

STAY With a prime location
overlooking Saint Patrick’s
Cathedral in the upscale Paris
End of Melbourne’s Central
Business District, the Park
Hyatt Melbourne has 240
spacious rooms with Italian
marble bathrooms. And it has
a soft side too: Dog-loving
guests should scan the lobby
for Mr Walker, a Labrador who
welcomes visitors as the Park
Hyatt’s canine ambassador
for Guide Dogs Victoria.
CRUISE Plan ahead for a
Melbourne stay and next
year’s cruising season:
Cunard’s eight-day voyage
round-trip from Melbourne
to Tasmania on the 2,068passenger Queen Elizabeth
includes stops at Adelaide,
Kangaroo Island, and the
Tasmanian town of Hobart.
Departure: 10 February 2019.
– SARAH KHAN

Chinatown eye candy (top) and Embla’s soured cucumbers. Opposite, from left: Patricia Coffee Brewers, Tipo 00
pasta, and the Royal Botanic Gardens.
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SINGAPORE

LITERARY LION “Singapore

N

OT MANY FIRST-TIME
authors start generating buzz two
years before their debut, but
30-year-old Sharlene Teo’s
Singapore-set novel Ponti,
out in Australia in April, has
already earned her comparisons to Zadie Smith. Teo is a
PhD student in creative and
critical writing at the University
of East Anglia, and she’s been
amassing awards at a steady
clip: the Booker Prize Foundation Scholarship and David
T.K. Wong Creative Writing
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has great independent bookstores,” Teo says. One of her
favourites can be found in the
Tiong Bahru neighbourhood.
“Tiong Bahru is basically a
gentrified area of Singapore
now, where all the millennials
hang out.” The neighbourhood
was home to the oldest public
housing project in Singapore
and has been revitalised in recent years with eclectic shops
and businesses catering to a
hip crowd: “There are loads of
cute coffee places, secondhand
vintage stores, and cool bars,”
says Teo. The area’s premier

bookshop is the beloved
BooksActually. “It’s a stalwart
in the Singapore literary scene,
with a huge collection of poetry,
great independent endeavours,
and a couple of resident cats,”
Teo says.

SWEET STOP Singaporean
cuisine is synonymous with
its famous noodles and street
food, but local desserts
with Chinese, Malay, Indian,
English, and French influences
and ingredients such as fresh
coconut, sesame seeds, pandan leaves, jackfruit, and bean
curd are well worth a try at
the city’s many sweet shops.
“Also in Tiong Bahru, there’s a
bakery called Galicier Pastry,
where you can find old-school
Singapore confectionery,” Teo
says. “Ondeh-ondeh is kind of
like a coconut sugary-sweet
treat, and nonya kueh is shredded coconut wrapped with
pandan-infused crepe skin.
They’re really delicious, and
really bad for you.”

(SINGAPORE) LAURYN ISHAK

SHARLENE TEO,
AUTHOR

Fellowship at her university, as
well as the inaugural Deborah
Rogers Foundation Writers’
Award for an excerpt from
Ponti. These days, Teo divides
her time between London and
Singapore, where she was born
and raised. What does she love
about her hometown? “It’s
constantly changing, never
staying still,” she says.

“IT’S CONSTANTLY CHANGING,
NEVER STAYING STILL.”

BEST SOUP “Bak kut teh
translates to ‘meat-bone
tea,’ but it’s not as gross as
it sounds,” Teo says. “It’s
spareribs in a rich, peppery
soup, and you have it with rice
and fried bread. I like to have
it with kidneys as well. I know
it’s not to everyone’s taste, but
it’s so good.” Her go-to spot
for bak kut teh? “Ng Ah Sio –
there’s an outlet on Rangoon
Road. It’s a teahouse, and it’s
wonderful. You have a nice,
bitter tea to wash it down. The
speciality is the soup and you
tiao – fried bread. You just dip
it in the soup.”
CRAFTY FINDS “When I was
an arts student, I used to go
to Bras Basah Complex, a
big, yellowing building that’s
near the National Library,”
Teo says. She liked to browse
the stationery shops and
art-supply stores for acrylic
paints and secondhand books.
“It’s a cool old place, kind of
an institution.”

MOVIE MAGIC “The Projector
cinema is in a really old building
in Singapore called the Golden
Mile Tower. It’s a cute independent cinema that has beautiful
old-school seating; they left it
as it was in the seventies. They
show great independent films,
including Singaporean films.
They have beanbag chairs too.”

ART WALKS Singapore is home
to a young but dynamic art
scene, and the 2015 opening of
the National Gallery Singapore
has catapulted the city into the
global spotlight. “The gallery,
in the former city hall and
supreme court, is gigantic and
amazing and worth a visit – it’s
architecturally stunning and
has the world’s largest display

of modern Southeast Asian
art,” Teo says. “It’s vast, like the
British Museum when you go
in – very big and imposing, with
these beautiful columns.” But
there are plenty of smaller venues where visitors can see the
work of local talents: “The Singaporean art scene is vibrant,
and it’s evolving at a rapid and
exciting rate,” Teo says. “Gillman
Barracks has got a bunch of art
galleries, and there are always
exhibitions or pop-up events going on. There’s a lot of support
right now for artists.”

DRINKS WITH A VIEW “There
are some really good rooftop
bars: A popular one is Smoke &
Mirrors, on the rooftop of the
National Gallery Singapore. It’s a
panoramic wine bar where you
get a good view of Marina Bay
Sands and overpriced cocktails.”
STAY The city’s grande dame,
the 1887-built Raffles Singapore is in the midst of a major
redesign by Alexandra Champalimaud. When it reopens in
the second half of 2018, the
115-suite colonial landmark
will have several new suites,
revamped restaurants and bars,
and a history gallery featuring
pictures and mementos from
the property’s storied past.

CRUISE Plan ahead and spend
a few days exploring Singapore
before a 13-day sailing from
the city-state to Hong Kong via
Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam aboard Crystal Cruises’
848-passenger Crystal Symphony. As the recently refurbished
ship works its way along kilometres of coastline, travellers
can explore the rooftop bars of
Bangkok, the pagodas of Ho Chi
Minh City, and more. Departure:
26 April 2019. – SARAH KHAN

Clockwise from top left: Gardens by the Bay park,
bak kut teh (soup) at Ng Ah Sio, and The Projector’s
box office. Opposite: BooksActually.
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MIAMI

S

ILVIA KARMAN CUBIÑÁ
moved to Miami 16
years ago, when her
husband got a job offer he
couldn’t pass up. Today, the
city is very much her home –
one that she’s extremely
excited about. That’s partly because The Bass – where she’s
executive director and chief
curator – reopened in October
2017 after a two-plus-year
renovation led by architects
Arata Isozaki and David Gauld.
Cubiñá is passionate about
Miami’s current culture scene.
“In the last five or ten years,
almost every art institution
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here has gotten a new building,
including the Pérez Art Museum Miami and the Institute
of Contemporary Art,” she
says. “The city is in the midst of
some really exciting projects,
and, living here, you really feel
like a participant.”

OUTSIDE ART Walk around
Miami Beach and you’ll be
rewarded with incredible architecture and public artworks –
which is why Cubiñá thinks it’s
the best area to explore on foot.
In Collins Park, there’s Ugo
Rondinone’s Miami Mountain,
a 13-metre tower of large
rainbow-coloured rocks (owned
by The Bass). In South Pointe,
look for Tobias Rehberger’s
obstinate lighthouse, topped
with a light installation. As for

the architecture, “There’s a
mix of old and new happening,”
she says. One way to experience the city’s classic art deco
buildings is on a tour with the
Miami Design Preservation
League. As for the contemporary, Cubiñá recommends the
New World Center concert
hall, designed by Frank Gehry,
the Faena District, and even a
parking garage at 1111 Lincoln
Road by Herzog & de Meuron.

GALLERY-HOPPING Cubiñá
often visits local art spaces,
and her favourites champion
both established and emerging
artists. “Fredric Snitzer Gallery
has been around for generations,” she says. “This morning
I was there and became acquainted with an artist I didn’t

(MIAMI) VANESSA ROGERS

SILVIA KARMAN CUBIÑÁ,
MUSEUM DIRECTOR AND CURATOR

know.” North of the Design District, she likes Nina Johnson
(in Little Haiti) and Spinello
Projects (in Little River), both
longtime heavyweights of the
creative scene. And if you’re at
the beach, make sure to pop
over to David Castillo Gallery
on Lincoln Road.

LEISURELY LUNCH On
Fridays, you may catch Cubiñá enjoying a long midday
meal at Michael’s Genuine
Food & Drink, from James
Beard Award winner Michael
Schwartz. “I love the short-rib
pizza or, if they’re on the menu,
I’ll get the fig-and-pulled-pork
pizza and a butter lettuce
salad,” she says. The restaurant is located in the Design
District, so it’s no surprise that
it attracts people who work in
fashion, art, and design.

DATE NIGHT For Cubiñá, a
romantic evening out calls
for dinner at the beautifully
designed Forte dei Marmi in
Miami Beach, where the atmosphere is “elegant and sophisticated” and the food is “pure
Italian, made with fresh, organic
ingredients.” Her go-to order is
the tagliolini with Alaskan crab,
cherry tomatoes, and chilli oil.

POP SOME BUBBLY If you’re
going to sip something sparkling, you may as well do it at
what Cubiñá calls “the most
beautiful bar in Miami, hands
down.” She’s talking about
Le Sirenuse Champagne Bar.
No matter what you order – a
classic cocktail or a singlemalt scotch flight – it’ll come

served in a handmade Venetian glass by Carlo Moretti.

TREASURE HUNT For
vintage Chanel, YSL, Diane
von Furstenberg, and the
like, add C. Madeleine’s to
your must-shop list. Located
in North Miami Beach, this
930-square-metre store is
filled with beautiful pieces for
men and women, waiting to
be discovered. “Everything is
divided by decades and goes
all the way back to the 1920s,”
says Cubiñá, who loves it for
handbags and dresses.
STAY The Miami Beach Edition has more to offer guests
than one and a half oceanfront
hectares of prime mid-Miami
Beach real estate, dining at
Jean-Georges Vongerichten’s
Matador Room, and 294 Ian
Schrager-designed rooms: The
hot-ticket hotel also houses an
underground nightclub, bowling alley, and ice-skating rink.

CRUISE Enjoy a day in Miami
midway through Seabourn’s 29day Montréal-to-Lima voyage
on the 450-passenger Seabourn
Quest. After stops in Canada
and the U.S., Miami, with its
Latin flair, is a fitting launch pad
for the ship’s foray into Central
and South America. Afterwards,
sail the Panama Canal, spot
blue-footed boobies on Isla de
la Plata off the coast of Ecuador,
and disembark in Peru to investigate Lima’s picarones, fried
pastries made with squash and
sweet potato, and other offerings. Departure: 21 October.
– BROOKE PORTER KATZ

“THE CITY IS IN THE MIDST OF
SOME EXCITING PROJECTS, AND,
LIVING HERE, YOU REALLY FEEL
LIKE A PARTICIPANT.”

Breezy Miami Beach (top) and a classic South Beach
scene. Opposite, clockwise from top: The Bass, Faena
District architecture, and C. Madeleine’s.
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SANTIAGO

Brunch of champions at The White Rabbit.

CAROLINA BAZÁN,
CHEF

C

AROLINA BAZÁN HAS
called the Chilean
capital home almost
exclusively since the age of
13, when she settled there
with her diplomat father and
caterer mother. She’s still head
chef at Ambrosia, her parents’
restaurant in the Vitacura
neighbourhood, and she –
along with business and life
partner Rosario Onetto –
opened Ambrosia Bistro in
2017 in Providencia, solidifying
her role as one of Santiago’s
most buzzed-about chefs. (If
you go, take a seat at the bar;
it faces the open kitchen, and
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Bazán says she enjoys interacting with guests.) Among
her reasons for loving the city:
“It’s very organised compared
to others in South America,”
she says. “For one, the Metro
is really good, and you can get
from place to place very fast.”
Plus, it’s perfectly situated
within the extra-long country,
which stretches more than
4,000 kilometres from north
to south. “You’re an hour from
skiing and an hour from the
beach – you could do both in
the same day.”

BEST BRUNCH “Not many
places in Santiago do weekend
brunch, which is why I love
The White Rabbit, a cosy
American-style gastropub in

the Bellavista, Providencia,
neighbourhood,” Bazán says. “I
can get up late and head there
for a relaxed meal. They have
classic egg dishes and a lot of
different kinds of beer.”

TASTING-MENU MEAL Come
dinnertime, Bazán is usually
running the kitchen at her own
restaurant, but on a rare evening off, you may catch her at
99 Restaurante, which offers
six- and nine-course dinner
options not two blocks from
Ambrosia Bistro. “The food is
modern Chilean, and the chef
[Kurt Schmidt] is a young guy
doing his thing, using local
products,” she says. “The wine
pairings are excellent, focussing
on natural and biodynamic

“YOU’RE AN HOUR FROM
SKIING AND AN HOUR
FROM THE BEACH.”

bottles.” Note: Reservations
can only be made through the
restaurant’s website.

CUP OF JOE “The coffee
scene is just beginning here,”
Bazán says. “A few years ago,
you couldn’t find that many
cafés – but now there are
spots like the tucked-away
Colmado Coffee & Bar, in the
hip Lastarria area, where they
roast their own beans.” The
menu is organised by brewing
style, including Chemex, AeroPress, or siphon.

SAY CHEERS “As with coffee, there weren’t always a
lot of bars serving well-made
cocktails,” Bazán says. That’s
changed in recent years, and
one of her current favourites is
Siete Negronis (also in Providencia). “If you can’t decide
what you want, they’ll ask for
your preferred flavour profile
and prepare something for
you. That’s what I typically do.
Last year they added a terrace
so people can go in the afternoons. It has a really nice view
of the San Cristóbal foothills.”

GOING UP According to Bazán,
one touristy thing that even
locals like to do – herself included – is ride the teleférico (cable
car) to the top of San Cristóbal
Hill, the second-tallest point in
Santiago. “I do it a lot with my
two-and-a-half-year-old son,”
she says. “At the top you can
see the entire city and beyond.”
Want some exercise? The hike
up takes about 45 minutes, and
you can save the ride for the
way down.
SHOPPING SPREE “Drugstore, in Providencia, is a
mall featuring small and local
indie designers,” says Bazán,
who picked up a sweater and

blouse from MO-Store (by
well-known Chilean designer
Magdalena Olazábal) on her
last visit. Other highlights
include Coyote Bags (for canvas and leather accessories),
Bonoboss (for sustainable,
handmade sunglasses and
more), and a number of artsy
speciality bookstores.

CULTURE STOPS “In the
Lastarria neighbourhood,
where I lived for ten years,
you’ll find a lot of great museums,” Bazán says. There’s
the Museum of Contemporary
Art, whose 2,600 works span
the late 1800s to now, and –
right next door – the National
Museum of Fine Arts, known
for its collection of Chilean
paintings and sculptures.
About six kilometres east,
in Vitacura, “the Museum of
Fashion always has something
interesting,” she says. It has
hosted exhibitions dedicated
to various eras, designers, and
style icons, such as Princess
Diana and Marilyn Monroe.

STAY With 205 generous
rooms with killer city views and
a spa topped by a glass cupola,
The Ritz-Carlton, Santiago
makes a memorable base. It’s
set in the El Golf area of Las
Condes, a favourite for its abundance of restaurants and Plaza
Perú, the bustling main square.
CRUISE Regent Seven Seas
Cruises’ 17-day South American
tour begins next February in Rio
and ends in San Antonio, the
port for Santiago. The sailing on
the 750-passenger Seven Seas
Explorer calls in Punta del Este,
Uruguay, and Ushuaia, Argentina, among others, and cruises
the Chilean fjords. Departure:
1 February 2019.
– BROOKE PORTER KATZ

The Museum of Contemporary Art (top) and
a sculpture in Providencia.
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Al Moro’s take on carbonara and
(opposite) the Vatican Library.

Enjoying Italy’s capital during high season can be a monumental
undertaking – or, with the right local insight, a pure pleasure.
BY DAVID HOCHMAN PHOTOGRAPHY BY SUSAN WRIGHT
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all roads
lead to rome,

and I know because I’ve seen the tour
buses. Along Via della Conciliazione
outside the Vatican, and anywhere
within selfie distance of the Pantheon,
Trevi Fountain, or Spanish Steps, the
constant unloading of eager visitors has
you questioning at times why you left
home in the first place. Simply waiting
for the toilette inside the Colosseum on
a busy, sweltering afternoon renews the
meaning of the “Eternal City.”
But hope is not lost, as I discovered
last year. With creative advance work,
and, in my case, the aid of a savvy travel
advisor, Rome’s wonders and romance
open like the colonnades around Saint
Peter’s Square. When you’re visiting in
ultra-high season – such as the late-June
trip I took with my wife and teenage
son – some clever adjustments can make
the difference between a veritable logjam and la dolce vita.
“Everybody loves Rome, but that
means everybody wants to be there,”
says Virtuoso travel advisor Adamarie King, who splits her time between
Mexico and Italy. She restored a house
in an Umbrian hamlet three decades ago
and visits Rome three to four times a
year. “You need to know how to beat the
lines so you can feel like a local and not
lose your mind.”
Here’s how to do as the Romans do,
even at the tourist peak.

Location, Location, Vacation
Our four days in Rome began with a
tactical plan as exacting as Caesar’s
crossing of the Rubicon. June through
August is notorious for heat and tourist throngs, so we knew to book early
and find a hotel that felt like a haven.
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Clockwise from top left:
The Colosseum; MAXXI, the
National Museum of 21st
Century Art; Trevi Fountain;
and Saint Peter’s Square.

Italian sculptor Arnaldo Pomodoro’s Sphere within a Sphere
at the Vatican Museums.

The Rome Cavalieri, a Waldorf Astoria
property, is set far from the commotion
amid gardens and pools on the city’s
highest hilltop. It’s a 15-minute drive
into town, but the uninterrupted views
are instantly calming – especially at
night from the penthouse windows of
La Pergola, Rome’s first and only threeMichelin-star restaurant.
The ride into the city also gives you
time to review the day’s agenda, which
in our case included some tough choices.
The Borghese Gallery may be the classical way to escape the frenzy; no more
than 360 visitors at once are allowed on
the ground level during set two-hour
time slots to see Bernini’s seminal
baroque sculptures. But having been
there before, my wife and I decided our
13-year-old would appreciate the MAXXI
even more. Down the hill from our hotel,
Rome’s newest national art museum was
designed by architect Zaha Hadid and
features works with a decidedly twentyfirst-century bent, such as the 27-metrelong recumbent human skeleton, by
Italian artist Gino De Dominicis, that
tours around Italy.
Afterward, we stopped by the National Gallery of Modern Art on Viale delle
Belle Arti, not for its impressive Boccionis and Modiglianis, but rather to pick up
the no. 3 city tram – an insider’s way to

The dash is worth every
drop of sweat: Our hushed
half hour in Michelangelo’s
sanctuary felt nothing
short of transformative.
survey Rome’s ancient highlights in 40
minutes without hopping on and off one
of those red tourist double-deckers.

The Must-Dos, Done Right
Certain iconic attractions need to be
seen, and 99 per cent of visitors have the
same three places in mind: Vatican City,
the Colosseum, and Trevi Fountain.
Each has secret options for the crowdaverse. “The key is knowing when to go,
how to get there, and who should lead
the way,” King says, and I recommend
following her tips to the letter.
To find breathing space at the Vatican,
early-morning tickets are essential. First
entry to the Vatican Museums begins at
7:30 sharp, when a good guide will have
you racing – this one’s a sprint, not a
marathon – directly to the Sistine Chapel
so you can have the space virtually to
yourself. The dash is worth every drop of
sweat: Our hushed half hour in Michelangelo’s sanctuary felt nothing short
of transformative. Afterward, you can
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People-watching at the Pantheon on Piazza della Rotonda.

tip
“A golf-cart tour of iconic
Roman sites starting at 5 pm
can cover a lot of territory with
minimal wear and tear. This
afternoon tactic helps avoid
cruise passengers and daytrippers, who tend to crowd
the best-known venues in the
morning. The exception is the
early entrance to the Vatican, to
visit the Sistine Chapel before
the hordes pour in.”
– Adamarie King,
Virtuoso travel advisor

AT HOME IN ROME

Find your place in the Eternal City.

GO Skip the fusty historical
tours for Family Twist’s
three-day introduction
to Rome. Kids arrive to
gifts in their connecting
hotel room, and, while on a
chauffeured city tour, trivia,
tales, and games help bring
sites to life for everyone.
Families follow up a guided
tour of the Colosseum
with a private gladiator
training session outside
the city, take in the Vatican
highlights, and have plenty
of free time to explore on
their own. Departures: Any
day through 2018.

STAY Waldorf Astoria’s lavish
Rome Cavalieri, set on
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six hectares with indoor/
outdoor pools, features
a museum-worthy art
collection and 370 rooms,
including 25 suites. The
Penthouse Suite is decked
out with Karl Lagerfeld
furniture and pop art by
Andy Warhol.
Reopened last year after
a dramatic and buzzedabout restoration, the
98-room Hotel Eden, set
between Villa Borghese
and the Spanish Steps,
has the feel of an elegant
Italian manor home
and features a rooftop
bar with stunning views
of the city. Within easy

walking distance of key
attractions, including the
Vatican, Rocco Forte’s
Hotel de Russie has 121
rooms, including 33 suites,
in a terraced garden setting. Dining alfresco at
Le Jardin de Russie is as
popular with stylish locals
as it is with guests.
Built on the ruins of the
Ludus Magnus, the gymnasium used by Roman
gladiators, Palazzo Manfredi offers the city’s best
views of the Colosseum.
The Relais & Châteaux
property has just 16 rooms,
all contemporary and dotted with works of art.

backtrack through the Raphael Rooms,
or do what we did and push ahead for a
few more blessed moments of calm inside Saint Peter’s Basilica. Even at 8 am, it
was just our little crew staring wide-eyed
at the Pietà. Travellers desiring nextlevel solitude can seek permission from
the Vatican to visit after closing hours
(again, your advisor can assist).
You’ll need to share the Colosseum, but
there are work-arounds there too. Last
November, the top level, or quinto ordine,
opened to the public for the first time in
40 years. It’s part of a three-year refresh
that left the 1,900-year-old gladiator ring
looking thumbs-up gorgeous. Group size
is limited to 25, which is nice, but in-theknow visitors can also take private tours
of the third and terrace levels, along with
my favourite, the subterranean sotterranei, where those ancient combatants
got their game faces on. All three areas
are restricted to 22 visits a day, so, once
more, early booking is a must.
Then there’s the biggest bottleneck
of them all, Trevi Fountain – remember to bring a few coins to toss. Most
popular at night, Trevi is “all about the
approach,” King says. “Getting into the
area can be a nightmare unless you do it
in a hired golf cart and your driver takes
you to the right spot.” King knows a
discreet little curve behind the fountain
that’s an excellent drop-off point. From
there, my family and I found a perfect
perch above the fray: an open window
on the second level of the Benetton
store with a direct, over-the-crowd
view to Salvi’s splashy gods and virgins.
Not to brag, but can anybody say 147
Facebook likes?

Clockwise from top: Classic
conveyance, Aroma’s mackerel
confit with baby vegetables,
and centuries-old La Campana.

Top tables
Al Moro: An old-school find near Trevi Fountain, wood-panelled Al Moro specialises
in osso buco and other classics and has an excellent wine list. Vicolo delle Bollette 13;
ristorantealmororoma.com.


Aroma: Palazzo Manfredi’s dreamy rooftop restaurant pairs quintessential Roman dishes
with colossal views. Via Labicana 125; aromarestaurant.it.


La Campana: Steps from the Tiber River, this open-plan trattoria with a 500-year history serves
delicious antipasti, pasta, and meats. Vicolo della Campana 18; ristorantelacampana.com.



L’Osteria de Memmo: Shh! Don’t tell the tourists. Locals full of personality love this hidden
spot in the old part of town for cacio e pepe, veal, and atmosphere. Via dei Soldati 22/23;
osteriadememmo.it.



Mangia without Madness
Travellers visit Milan for fashion and
Venice to fall in love, but in Rome they
come to eat. By “they,” I mean the dinner party of 18 Americans in front of
you at the “authentic” trattoria your
guidebook mentioned. Here’s how to
avoid that gridlock.
Eat late, first of all. Romans lunch
between 1:30 and 3 pm and eat dinner
no earlier than 8. La Campana is an
untouristy favourite not far from Piazza
Navona. The menu doesn’t come in four
languages or have laminated colour photos, and the waiters can be gruff (at first),
but the tonnarelli cacio e pepe – the classic
Roman pasta speciality with a sauce of
cheese and black pepper – is outstanding, and the antipasti table is a meal unto
itself. “Go for lunch on the weekend and
you’ll see families who’ve had the same
table for generations,” King says. Dinner
reservations are a must.
Getting (nearly) lost helps as well.
L’Osteria de Memmo, also in the old
city centre, is hidden on an obscure side
street that helps keep the place a secret.
Specialities include roasted suckling
pig and cacio e pepe, but take heed: The
portions are enormous. Closer to Trevi
Fountain, family-run Al Moro is an old
standby packed with charismatic neighbourhood types – if you don’t go too
early for dinner. Waitstaff prepare the
spaghetti Al Moro (carbonara, essentially) tableside, delicately mixing the
egg in upon presentation. You won’t get
that at the nearby ristorante turistico.
Even places you’d think would be
overrun can feel like escapes if you
time things right. My wife and I sipped
Aperol spritzes for an hour at dusk at a
café table opposite the Pantheon, our
son happily mesmerised by the human
parade passing through Piazza della
Rotonda. On Palazzo Manfredi’s rooftop overlooking the Colosseum, Aroma
is popular with out-of-towners, but even
locals can’t resist the backdrop. King
was there for a late lunch a few years ago
and noticed the mayor of Rome entertaining the mayor of London. “Guess
which mayor knew the seat to take for
the best view in the entire city?” King
asks. One guess, and it wasn’t the mayor
of London. I have the table memorised
for our next visit, though I must say, we
did pretty well ourselves, in a veni, vidi,
vici sort of way.
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Nothing
reveals the
essence of
modern
Japan like
a ramen-ya
tour of
Tokyo.

by Michael Frank

Nantsuttei’s Kyushu-style
ramen with barbecued pork.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDRÉA FAZZARI
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“You really

need to finish the soup,” my Japanese
friend seated beside me says between
slurps of noodles. “It shows respect for
the chef.” It’s barely 11 am in Tokyo, my
brain is mired in jet lag, and we’ve just
paid about ten bucks for lunch. I look
around the small room, which comprises both the kitchen and a scant eight
stools for diners, trying to spy a “chef.”
There are more than 7,100 ramen
shops in this city of 35 million. Many only
have counters – no chairs or stools and little ambience. But in Japan, even the humblest meal is laboured over, and, as I first
learned when living there after university,
even casual dining is revered. This bowl
before me contains handmade noodles assembled with care to exacting standards
with a proprietary recipe. The transaction between diner and restaurant is also
taken seriously. You eat quickly – not
just because the shops only turn a profit
through traffic, but because the noodles
will become oversaturated with broth if
you don’t eat them fast. Eating quickly
shows respect.

Also, my friend is right: There is a chef.
And the one who prepared our current
lunch at Kagari in Tokyo’s upscale Ginza
district was awarded Michelin’s Bib
Gourmand, the gourmet guide’s distinction for value and quality.
While ramen joints are becoming more
popular in other parts of the world,
with some revered Japanese chains
opening outposts, there is nothing like
your first bowl in Tokyo. “Everyone has
their go-to spot that they swear by,” says
travel advisor Aaron Nir. “The only way
to fully appreciate the almost spiritual
allure of ramen for the Japanese is to
stand in line and wait with anticipation at
the latest, greatest, ‘secret’ ramen shop.”
For the uninitiated, the broth is typically extracted from pork bones and flavoured with soy sauce and salt (there are
chicken and fish variations too). Noodles
are wheat based, not made from rice,
and come with myriad toppings ranging
from roasted garlic to barbecued pork.
Some ramen-ya (ramen shops) specialise in seafood soups. And then there’s

tsukemen ramen, with the noodles
served on the side with a smaller portion
of broth for dipping.
Of course, Tokyo is famous for food,
much of it competing for travellers’ attention in refined sushi temples and on
kaiseki tasting menus. But overlooking the country’s modest bowls of soup
would be a mistake. In a way, ramen is
the essence of modern Japan – a relatively new cuisine, only becoming popular
post-WWII – and it has undergone tremendous experimentation and creative
reinvention in the last decade. That’s
one reason young Japanese love ramen:
It’s playful, approachable, and brimming with flavour.
Especially at night, ramen-ya become
more-casual hangouts where Tokyoites
of all stripes go for a meal and a beer
or two. It’s a great introduction to local flavour and reveals a side of Japan
that’s ritualised, but without formalities. Here are five essential ramen-ya in
a variety of styles and locations around
the city.

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

Lost in translation: Nakamise-dori Street, a popular strip for souvenirs and street food
that’s believed to be one of the country’s oldest shopping streets.
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Tokyo

by the Bowl
World’s Best $10 Meal

KAGARI RAMEN

Don’t sweat the menu (which is
available in English) – just order the
tori-paitan soba, with roasted chicken
breast and a soft-boiled egg. This may
be the richest, most delicious bowl of
“chicken soup” you’ll ever encounter, with a dense broth, perfectly al
dente noodles, and an egg so silken
you’ll swear it’s actually some kind
of custard. Pro tip: Arrive at 11 am or
after 3 pm to avoid lines. Ginza Station
near the entrance to the Marunouchi
subway line.
For Night Owls

NANTSUTTEI

Clockwise from top left: Shinagawa Station; Kagari Ramen’s soup with chicken breast, bamboo shoots,
and nanohana (greens); noodle boxes at Kagari Ramen; and a bowl at Nanashi Ramen in Shibuya.

Visit Nantsuttei in the Shinagawa
district between 9 and 11 pm, when
locals linger in the cosy space and
socialise over bowls of ramen. If
Shinagawa isn’t convenient, Nantsuttei has multiple locations around
Tokyo. Its signature is southern
Japanese Kyushu-style ramen with
mayu oil made from lard and roasted
garlic. The pork-based broth is
cloudy rather than clear, but it’s not
thick and comes with smoky, Chinesestyle char siu (barbecued pork) that
gives Aussie grill masters a run for
their money. Outside the Shinagawa
Shinkansen station; nantsu.com.
Young Gun

NANASHI RAMEN
Nanashi has a ten-store presence in
and around Tokyo, but its slightly
upscale location in Shibuya – a Tokyo
neighbourhood famed for nightlife,
shopping, and youth culture – provides great people-watching in the
evening. Read over the Englishlanguage menu until you spot baisen,
redolent of roasted garlic and sesame
oil, with traditional thinner, Hokkaido wheat noodles. This is a bowl
that’s filling, but not over-the-top
rich. Dogenzaka-dori Avenue, four
blocks west of Shibuya Station, across
the street from Uniqlo.
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tip

Tsukiji Yajima’s flavourpacked oyster ramen.

“Ramen is considered fast food in Japan –
albeit gourmet fast food. When your bowl arrives,
it’s customary to take a few sips using the spoon
before you dig in, to show deference to the chef,
kind of like tasting fine wine for a sommelier
before you drink it down.”
– Aaron Nir, Virtuoso travel advisor

Cult Following

Sea Change

With 30-plus stores in the
Tokyo area, Ramen Jiro has
garnered generations of devoted
aficionados since opening its
original Mita shop in 1968. The
chain uses bread flour for its
noodles, which makes them
chewy and extra filling – and
also addictive, since their sturdy
consistency holds up better as
you slurp. The shoyu pork broth
is to-the-last-drop delicious,
with slabs of sliced pork that
taste almost bacon-y. Bowls
come topped with a healthy dose
of chopped garlic, bean sprouts,
and grated cabbage. The large
portions are huge; select the
smallest servings or risk being
overwhelmed. The Shinjuku Kabukicho location is one block west of
Seibu-Shinjuku Station.

Tokyo’s densely packed fish
market, Tsukiji, has many
ramen-ya serving seafoodbased soups. On the market’s
edge, ten-seat Yajima offers
wonderfully briny oyster
(kaki), clam (hamaguri),
and wonton options. The
soups taste more Chinese,
with thinner noodles and
seafood broths that are
lighter and less caloric
than pork-soy concoctions,
and most come topped
with garlic scapes or leeks
and other greens. Like
many of Tsukiji’s food
vendors, this one runs on
a fishmonger’s schedule
and is open from 4:30 am to
1 pm. Southeast corner of
Tsukiji Market.

RAMEN JIRO

TSUKIJI YAJIMA

TOKYO TASTEMAKERS

How to enjoy the best of Japan’s capital city.

STAY At the 177-room Park Hyatt Tokyo,
Kozue serves 40th-storey views along
with exquisite tuna sashimi, an entire
range of blowfish options (from sashimi
to deep-fried), and noodle dishes such
as soba in a duck broth with sliced duck
breast and leeks.
The 387-room Grand Hyatt Tokyo
tempts travellers with ten restaurants
and bars, including Shunbou. Don’t
miss its seasonal signature tsukemen soba noodles, made with a blend
of buckwheat created exclusively for
the restaurant and served cold on a

traditional cedar plank with a soy-based
dipping sauce.
Travellers praise The Peninsula Tokyo
for its 314 spacious guest rooms across
from the Imperial Palace and Hibiya Park,
but the hotel is also known for some of
the best Cantonese cuisine outside China
at Hei Fung Terrace, home to excellent
dim sum and wonton noodle soup.
The Shangri-La Hotel, Tokyo features 200
rooms with views of the Imperial Palace or
Tokyo Bay, as well as Nadaman, one of the
city’s top restaurants, which serves both

a traditional kaiseki menu and à la carte
options. A favourite: Inaniwa udon, a thick
style of noodle that hails from Japan’s rural
northwest Akita prefecture and is painstakingly made by hand over several days.

GO Eatwith arranges private dinner parties with locals in their homes, culinary
walking tours, cooking classes, and
other custom gourmet experiences in
more than 130 countries. One option in
Tokyo: a two-hour tour through inner
Tsukiji Market, complete with sushi and
seafood ramen tastings. Private Tsukiji
Market tours through September 30.
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THE MOST INCLUSIVE LUXURY EXPERIENCE™

EUROPE

IN ALL-INCLUSIVE LUXURY

ALL-SUITE

|

ALL-BALCONY

|

INTIMATE SHIPS

SICILY, ITALY

BARCELONA TO VENICE

VENICE TO ROME

Seven Seas Voyager®

Seven Seas Voyager®

23 JUL 2018 | 12 NIGHTS

4 AUG 2018 | 7 NIGHTS

UP TO 56 FREE SHORE EXCURSIONS

UP TO 36 FREE SHORE EXCURSIONS

VIRTUOSO VOYAGES
BENEFITS INCLUDE:

VENICE •
PORTOFINO
PORTOFERRAIO (ELBA)
MONTE
CARLO
VENICE
ANTIBES
• • KOPER
•
HVAR
TOULON•••
• • KOTOR
•
BARCELONA•
•
AMALFI/
POSITANO

SUITES from AU$12,830pp°

SPLIT

•

ROME •
(CIVITAVECCHIA)
SORRENTO/
CAPRI

COMBINE
& SAVE˜

•

• DUBROVNIK
• TIRANA (DURRËS)
• CORFU

TAORMINA•
(SICILY)

•

Virtuoso Voyages Host

•

Private Cocktail Party

•

Shore Experience, Shipboard
Credit or Private Car and
Driver Tour on select
departures

SUITES from AU$7,720pp°

it's all included

FREE UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS | FREE PREMIUM BEVERAGESˆ | FREE SPECIALITY DINING
FREE UNLIMITED WI-FI ON BOARD | FREE PRE-PAID GRATUITIES | FREE 1-NIGHT PRE-CRUISE HOTEL PACKAGE†

FOR MORE ITINERARIES CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Terms and Conditions: °Fares and itineraries are accurate as of 1st January 2018 and are subject to change or withdrawal. Fares shown are for category G and F and are valid at time of print unless sold out prior and
include any/all savings/upgrades. Fares are per person, twin share in AUD and include all taxes, port fees, onboard gratuities and fuel costs (subject to change). Fares are valid only for residents of, and booking through
travel agents located in Australia and for new bookings only. NZ fares are also available for our guests from New Zealand. For indicative pricing for other suites, cruises and departures please contact your Preferred
Virtuoso Travel Advisor. ^Free beverages include selected wines, spirits, beer and champagne. †Free 1-Night Pre-Cruise Hotel Package applies to guests 1 and 2 in Concierge Suites and higher and is not available for
new bookings made within 60 days of departure. For full terms & conditions that apply, please contact Virtuoso. ˜Combine and Save offer is subject to availability. Not all promotions are combinable and are subject
to availability. All rights reserved. Regent Seven Seas Cruises is not responsible for typographical errors or omissions. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas. ©2018 Regent Seven Seas Cruises. NCL Australia Pty Ltd ABN 8060
7578 781. AD180103_Q1Wave2018_AU

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
• THE GREAT LAND IN GRAND STYLE

Embark from Seattle with Norwegian Cruise Line to the Last Frontier – headed
for Ketchikan, Juneau, and Skagway, Alaska, with a pleasant stop in charming
Victoria, British Columbia, on your way back to the Emerald City. Beyond the
awe-inspiring natural splendour you’ll see along the way, you’ll enjoy overthe-top amenities on board. The Haven by Norwegian is a destination unto
itself; guests have exclusive access to the Horizon Lounge, with its two-storey,
forward-facing observation lounge – simply the best spot for glacier-gazing
and whale-watching. Also aboard the Norwegian Bliss, Virtuoso guests who
book before 2 April 2018 will receive a beverage package, speciality dining, a
shore excursion credit, friends and family reduced fares, and 250 complimentary minutes of Wi-Fi – fantastic for sending those postcard-worthy shots of
Alaska to friends back home. Take advantage of the Mandara Spa, with its
Thermal Suite, Vitality Pool, and Salt and Snow rooms. Dine from menus that
change daily, featuring everything from modern Mexican fare at Los Lobos
to tender barbecue ribs at the new Texas smokehouse to signature French
entrees at Le Bistro.

Virtuoso The Haven Penthouse fares from AU$8,418 per person, double occupancy. Norwegian Bliss
departs 8 September 2018; book by 2 April 2018. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for additional
departure dates and fares.

• LAND OF THE ICE BEAR

Venture forth on an in-depth exploration of Arctic Svalbard with your intrepid
and expert leaders from Lindblad Expeditions. Svalbard is the best place on
the planet to see wild and majestic polar bears in their native habitat, the sea
ice. Naturalists and a National Geographic photographer join you as you explore by Zodiac or on foot, or enjoy the view from behind Explorer’s panoramic
glass windows as you search for walruses with Lindblad’s skilled veteran spotters by your side. You’ll get as close as possible, thanks to the captain’s dexterity and seasoned expedition leaders. In true expedition style, each departure
offers daily flexibility and spontaneity to ensure the best sightings of wildlife
and wilderness. You might head off to hunt for icebergs, land on a beach for a
tundra walk, or kayak next to gigantic glaciers. Later, warm up in the rugged,
ice-rated (yet abundantly comfortable) ship and indulge in hearty cuisine.

Virtuoso fares from AU$14,480 per person. National Geographic Explorer departs 3 June 2019. Fare includes
return charter flights from Oslo to Longyearbyen; complimentary beer, wine, and spirits; and crew tips.

• ICELAND’S BLUE LAGOON

Enjoy an indulgent summer escape to the land of ice and fire: 50 Degrees
North will take you to see the famous sights around the Golden Circle and
go “Inside a Volcano.” The decadent finale? A stay at a full-service resort
offering spa treatments, lavish accommodations, and fantastic culinary experiences, built into an 800-year-old lava flow. Relax with your own personal host,
guided hikes, and yoga sessions. Surrounded by the mineral-rich waters of the
Blue Lagoon, you’ll relax and rejuvenate while exploring this intriguing country.

Virtuoso rates from EUR3,050 per person. Book from 1 April through 8 September 2018.

• BIKING THE PUGLIA COAST

Smitten with coastal riding? Then say buongiorno to Puglia, your beautiful new
seaside paramour, featuring sun-soaked villages, glorious olive groves, delicious all-organic food, and soul-stirring biking with Butterfield & Robinson.
After an intimate dinner at a twelfth-century castle, an exclusive guided
walking tour of baroque Lecce, a visit to the UNESCO-protected trulli, and
a glass (or two) of prosecco in the shadow of a famous cathedral, you’ll
receive the experience you seek – and then some.

Virtuoso rates from US$4,495 per person. Book by 30 April 2018.

Souvenir

MARRAKECH
BRIGHT KEEPSAKES FROM
THE CITY’S BUSTLING MEDINA.

Marrakech finds from La Mamounia
(pouch and notebook) and the medina
(slippers and clutch).

TIP: It’s OK (and encouraged) to haggle in the medina – start at a quarter of the suggested price and
go from there. Be sure to bring small bills.
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Pack an extra suitcase for Marrakech – the former imperial
city exudes a hypnotic, romantic
air, full of brilliant colours and
the aromas of orange blossom,
mint, and cinnamon. Stay at
La Mamounia, an ornately tiled,
209-room grande dame, for its
indulgent pools, former royal
gardens dotted with olive trees,
and sexy, leopard-print-adorned
Churchill bar. After a visit to
the hotel’s boutique, walk ten
minutes to the medina, a maze
that tempts travellers with pure
argan oil, high-quality rugs,
babouches (Moroccan slippers),
clutches, and other handmade
goods. Marrakech is in the
spotlight now, thanks to the new
Musée Yves Saint Laurent, but
the real showstopper is Villa
Oasis, the designer’s former
home (private tours must be
booked in advance). Finish your
spree at 33 Rue Majorelle, a
beautiful clothing and decor
shop. – Annie Fitzsimmons,
digital content editor

My luxury is

making new friends.

Photo courtesy of real traveller Meghan Drake

THE BEST WAY TO DEFINE LUXURY IS YOURS.

The best travel experiences uniquely reflect
you — your personality, preferences, and style. It’s a matter of personal taste. So whether it’s making new
friends or anything that makes your trips extraordinary, put us to the test. It’s personal for us, too — every
client, every detail, every time.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalogue on virtuoso.com.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

Thank You for Your Business
Please enjoy Virtuoso Life with our compliments.
May each issue remind you of our sincere appreciation
for the confidence you place in us. We look forward to
working with you on your next journey.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalogue on virtuoso.com.

